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Abstra t

In this paper, a new sele tion s heme for a
( + 1) steady-state evolution strategy is des ribed: the so- alled median sele tion. In
ontrast to generational algorithms, only one
individual is generated and evaluated in one
step of the algorithm and is immediately integrated into the population. Previous steadystate algorithms are similar to the ( + ) sele tion s heme in evolution strategies, whi h
has a disadvantage in the fast self-adaptation
of mutation step-length. This is ompensated
by the presented
, whi h is
oriented at the (; ) sele tion. The median
sele tion is ompared with other steady-state
sele tion s hemes and with (; ) sele tion.
As a result, median sele tion a hieves better or equally good results as the other sele tion s hemes for a large number of ben hmark fun tions. Additionally, it is shown
that the use of a sequential steady-state evolution strategy is advantageous even on onepro essor omputers.
median sele tion

1

INTRODUCTION

Evolution Strategies (ES) were developed at the end of
the sixties by Ingo Re henberg and Hans-Paul S hwefel at the Te hni al University of Berlin [Re henberg,
1973, S hwefel, 1977℄. Sin e then, they have been improved enormously in theory and pra ti e and have
been established in the line of Evolutionary Algorithms
(EA), beside Geneti Algorithms (GA), Geneti Programming (GP), Evolutionary Programming (EP) and
similar methods.
The main appli ations of evolution strategies are
multi-dimensional, real-valued parameter optimization
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problems. The most important property of ES is the
ability of self-adaptation. With self-adaptation the
size and distribution of mutations on the obje t variables are adapted at runtime and thus the optimization
speed is maximized. Methods for self-adaptation are
for example the 1/5-su ess-rule, mutative step ontrol [Re henberg, 1994℄, \derandomized" step ontrol
[Ostermeier et al. 1993℄ or the powerful ovarian e
matrix adaptation (CMA) [Hansen and Ostermeier,
1996℄. The sele tion method plays an important role
for self-adaptation. In [S hwefel, 1992℄ it is shown,
that regarding speed of self-adaptation, (; ) sele tion is superior to ( + ) sele tion (see next se tion).
The ( + 1) Evolution Strategy was proposed early by
Re henberg [Re henberg, 1994℄, but nowadays is no
longer used be ause there is missing a s heme for realizing self-adaptation [Rudolph, 1997℄. The \median
sele tion", whi h is presented in this paper, eliminates
this disadvantage.
This paper is organized as follows: in se tion 2 existing
sele tion-methods are presented and in se tion 3 the
new median sele tion is des ribed; then in se tion 4
the test fun tions are given; in se tion 5 the simulation
results are presented, whi h are dis ussed in se tion 6.
Finally, there are the on lusions in se tion 7.
2

PLUS-, COMMA- AND
STEADY-STATE SELECTION

In the following se tions some sele tion methods for
standard evolution strategies and for steady-state algorithms are presented.
2.1

COMMA- AND PLUS-SELECTION
FOR EVOLUTION STRATEGIES

In evolution strategies generally the omma- or plus
sele tion is used, denoted as (; ) and ( + ). Here
 is the size of the parent population and  is the size

of the o spring population. This notation is motivated
by the fa t that in plus sele tion, the  parent individuals the resulting  o spring individuals form
the sele tion pool for sele tion of the parents of the
next generation. This auses the best individual to be
always ontained in the next generation. Therefore it
is an \elitist" sele tion.
However, in the (; ) sele tion, only the  o spring individuals form the sele tion pool. To be able to sele t
 new parents at all,    has to hold. In omma
sele tion, it is possible that the best o spring individual is worse than the best parent individual and
hen e a regression happens. Anyhow, this sele tion is
better suited in the long run for adaptation of the steplengths of the individuals [S hwefel, 1992℄, be ause in
every generation the possibility of hanging the strategy parameters exists. Additionally it allows to es ape
from lo al minima.
plus

2.2

SELECTION IN STEADY-STATE
ALGORITHMS

In ontrast to so- alled generational evolutionary algorithms, where a whole o spring population is reated
in every generation, in steady-state EAs only one or
a few individuals are reated per step and immediately integrated ba k into the parent population. The
term \steady-state" expresses that in one step only a
small hange takes pla e and not the whole population
hanges. The basi algorithm step of steady-state ES
is the following (only one step is shown, the surrounding loop- ode is left out):
1. reate a new individual and evaluate it with the
tness fun tion,
2. (a) sele t an old individual whi h may be repla ed by the new one,
(b) de ide, if the old individual will be repla ed.
In step 2a one an hose the
e. g.
repla ement of the worst, the oldest or a randomly hosen individual. In step 2b one an hose the
, e. g. repla ement if the new individual
is better, or un onditional repla ement. A widely used
ombination is to repla e the worst individual only if
the new individual is better ([Ba k et al., 1997℄ Glossary, [Smith, 1998℄ p. 8). This is an elitist sele tion
and orresponds to the ( + 1) strategy. In our simulations, a steady-state evolution strategy with these
repla ement parameters is used for omparison and is
denoted as \standard steady-state".
The algorithm for the \standard steady-state ES" is
as follows (I - individual; P - population; Index  repla ement strategy

repla e-

ment

ondition

parent population; P (t) - population of generation t):
t = 0;
initialize(P(0)); evaluate(P(0));
while (not termination) do
I = re ombine(P(t));
I 0 = mutate(I );
evaluate(I 0);
if (I 0 is better than worst(P (t))) then
repla e worst(P (t)) by I 0 ;
endif
t = t + 1;
endwhile

Be ause in a steady-state algorithm the parent individuals parti ipate in the sele tion pro ess just as in
the ase of a plus ES, the same notation for them is
used in this paper. The kind of algorithm is given
additionally: ( + 1) steady-state
2.3

STEADY-STATE ALGORITHM WITH
LOCAL TOURNAMENT-SELECTION

Another steady-state algorithm ompared here, was
inspired by Smith and Fogarty [Smith and Fogarty,
1996℄. They modi ed Geneti Algorithms and added
a method for self-adaptation of the bit mutation rate,
whi h is oded into every individual. In their work the
bit string of an individual onsists of two parts: 1. the
en oded mutation rate (gray, binary or exponential)
2. the en oded problem representation. Creation of
an o spring individual works as follows:
1. reate a new individual by rossover,
2. opy this individual  times and perform steps 3
and 4 on every opy:
3. mutate the oded mutation rate,
4. mutate the problem en oding with the new mutation rate,
5. evaluate all  new individuals,
6. sele t one of the  individuals and integrate it into
the population.
The idea is to generate only a small number  of o spring individuals with di erent mutation rates and
sele t one of them (e.g. the best) to integrate it into
the main parent population. Integration is performed
applying one of the repla ement strategies and repla ement onditions mentioned earlier. This is a kind of

lo al tournament sele tion: (1; ). It has a high sele tion pressure and is distin tive like the normal (; )
sele tion.
For this paper, the algorithm of Smith and Fogarty
was transferred to an Evolution Strategy. The best
individual was sele ted from the o spring individuals
{ whi h is standard in evolution strategies { analogous
to the (1; ) sele tion. In ontrast to the algorithm of
Smith and Fogarty, the  o spring individuals are not
reated from the same parent individual with di erent mutation rates, but the parents are hosen anew
for ea h o spring individual. So the only di eren e
between the (; ) ES and the new algorithm lies in
the sele tion method and not in the way the o spring
individuals are reated.
The algorithm used in this paper is denoted as \steadystate with lo al tournament sele tion" and the pseudo ode is given here:

The idea behind the median sele tion is, that the de ision, wether an individual is integrated into the population or not, is made by a de ision fun tion without
the ontext of other individuals. The use of su h a
fun tion, whi h is able to de ide for one single individual, if it is a epted or not, makes it easy to realize a
steady-state sele tion. The fun tion does not use the
tness values of  newly generated individuals, instead
it uses data about the tness distribution of formerly
generated individuals whi h have already passed the
sele tion pro ess. Using this data, the behavior of a
(; ) sele tion is modeled by determining the tness
limit, whi h separates the  best individuals from the
  remaining individuals.
The model of gure 1 was assumed for the (; ) sele tion.
generation t

generation
t+1

t = 0;

initialize(P(0)); evaluate(P(0));
while (not termination) do
P = re ombine(P(t));
P0 = mutate(P);
evaluate(P0 );
I = sele tBest(P0 );
sele t Individual to repla e (Irepl )
if (repla ement ondition) then
repla e Irepl by I ;
endif
t = t + 1;
endwhile

For this spe ial variant of a steady-state ES, the following notation was hosen: ( + (1; ))
This shall emphasize the (1; ) lo al sele tion, but it
does mean, that the  o spring individuals are
generated from one parent individual.
not

3

MEDIAN SELECTION

The motivation for the design of the median sele tion
was to get a sele tion s heme with the following properties:
 it should evaluate and integrate only one indivi-

dual per step,
 it should be a non-elitist sele tion, whi h fa ilitates self-adaptation; a temporary worsening of
the average tness should be allowed, like in the
(; ) sele tion.
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Figure 1: (; ) sele tion
Out of  parent individuals  o spring individuals are
generated. Thereof the  best are sele ted as parents
for the next generation. To do this, it is useful to sort
the o spring individuals a ording to their tness.
One ould look at this from another point of view:
With the tness value flim of the worst but still sele ted individual, the de ision for ea h of the  o spring individuals ( tness f (ind)), wether it is sele ted
as parent of the next generation or not, an be made
by simply omparing the tness values:
if (f(ind) >= f_lim) then integrate(ind);

The \a eptan e limit" flim is determined by the distribution of the tness values of all o spring individuals and is the -smallest value (for minimization) or
the -median of the set of tness values. Hen e the
name.
A model is used for the distribution of the tness values and flim is determined from it. With every newly
reated and evaluated individual the model is updated.
Be ause the average tness of the population should be
in reasing permanently, it is desired that relatively old
tness values are removed from the model. No parti ular distribution (e. g. Gaussian normal distribution
or similar) was assumed. Instead, the distribution is
re orded with a sample of the last np tness values of
the reated o spring individuals. For this re ording a
tness bu er is used, whi h is organized a ording to
the FIFO-prin iple (First In First Out) ( gure 2).

f

f

f

Additional parameters for the median sele tion are the
length of the FIFO-bu er np (it an be di erent from
the number of o spring individuals of a orresponding
(; ) ES) and the relative rate of a eptan e rp =^ 
whi h determines the a eptan e limit in this way:
flim = fo getSorted(rp  np )
Smith and
Fogarty [Smith and Fogarty, 1996℄ use a
ratio of 1 = 15 = 0:2. Ba k [Ba k, 1992a℄ uses a ratio
of  15 6  0:16667. In evolution strategies the ratio
 = 100 = 0:15 is often used [Ostermeier et al., 1993℄.
The algorithm for the steady-state Evolution Strategy
with median sele tion is:
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links are updated. The insertion operation is denoted in the following text by fifo insert(). A ess
to the k-smallest element is realized by the fun tion
fifo getSorted(k ).
For determining the -median, whi h represents the
a eptan e limit flim, the tness value at index np  
has to be a essed in the sorted bu er.
Be ause the algorithm with median sele tion is also
a steady-state algorithm, the same notation is used.
The sele tion method has to be given additionally:
( + 1) median

npm/l

sorted view

Figure 2: The bu er with the tness values of the last
np reated o spring individuals. On the top the FIFOview is shown, below the a ess a ording to sorted
tness values.
This bu er an be a essed in two ways:
1. in FIFO organization, for insertion of a new tness
value. It remains np steps in the bu er and then
drops out.
2. in sorted order a ording to the tness value, for
determining the -median.
The bu er is realized as an array be ause the number of values remains onstant. The insertion index
is moved y li ally when a new tness value is inserted. To eÆ iently a ess the k-smallest element
a doubly linked list of the elements in sorted order
is maintained. On insertion of an element, these

initialize(P(0)); evaluate(P(0));
fifo init();
while (not termination) do
I = re ombine(P(t));
I 0 = mutate(I );
evaluate(I 0);
flim = fifo getSorted(rp  np );
if (f(I 0 ) better than flim ) then
sele t Individual to repla e (Irepl )
repla e Irepl by I 0 ;
endif
fifo insert(f(I 0));
t = t + 1;
endwhile

The sele tion of the individual to repla e Irepl an be
performed by one of the repla ement methods mentioned in se tion 2.2: repla ement of the worst, oldest
or a randomly hosen individual.
4

TEST FUNCTIONS

The following fun tions numbered a ording to [Ba k,
1992b℄ were used as test fun tions:

Generalized Rosenbro k's Fun tion (unimodal
with interdependen ies between variables)
 f6 S hwefel's Fun tion 1.2 (unimodal)
 f9 A kley's Fun tion (multimodal)
 f15 Weighted Sphere Model (unimodal, extension
of the \Sphere Model" fun tion f1 with di erent
weights for ea h variable)
 f24 Kowalik (multimodal)


5

f2

SIMULATIONS

All simulations were done with the EvA-system for
olutionary lgorithms [Wakunda and Zell, 1997℄,
our own system whi h ontains a large number of variants of geneti algorithms and evolution strategies.
In the simulations a population size of  = 20 was
used onsistently to ensure omparability. This is espe ially ne essary for the multimodal fun tions f9 and
f24 in order not to onverge into a lo al optimum. For
the unimodal fun tions f2, f6 and f15,  = 1 would
be suÆ ient, but the problems for whi h steady-state
algorithms are used, are normally multimodal \realworld" problems.
The simulations were performed on a unipro essor
omputer. They serve at rst for omparing the di erent methods. The test fun tions are relatively fast to
ompute in omparison with the ommuni ation time
over a network. So a distributed omputation would
not be eÆ ient. But an implementation with parallel,
asyn hronous evaluation of multiple individuals to be
used for bigger optimization problems exists already
as logi al ontinuation of this work.
For all simulations the Covarian e-Matrix Adaptation
(CMA) was used for adaptation of the strategy parameters, be ause this method is the most powerful of the
existing adaptation methods [Hansen and Ostermeier,
1996℄.
The ompared strategies are:
Ev

A

1. (20; ) Evolution Strategy ( omma),
2. (20 + 1) ES (plus),
3. (20+1) steady-state ES with
,
; the \standard steady-state"{algorithm,
4. (20 + (1; )) steady-state ES with lo al tournament sele tion, repla ement strategy
and repla ement ondition
(sele tion
takes already pla e in lo al tournament),

repla e worst if bet-

ter

repla e old-

est

always

5. (20 + 1) steady-state ES with median sele tion,
also with repla ement strategy
and
repla ement ondition
.
repla e oldest

always

In simulations prior to the tests listed here, it was
shown that the repla ement strategy
is
advantageous in evolution strategies: it auses a nonelitist sele tion (in ontrast to
), whi h
is also the ase in (; ) sele tion. Lo al Tournament
sele tion and median sele tion bring both their own
repla ement ondition: the lo al tournament and the
omparison with the a eptan e limit flim .
For the di erent parameters to set for these strategies,
no stati standard values were used, but for every fun tion the optimal values were determined separately by
an extra experiment. These are the following parameters:
repla e oldest

repla e worst

 (20; ) ES: optimal ,
 (20 + (1; )) ES with lo al tournament sele tion:

optimal tournament size ,
 (20+1) ES with median sele tion: optimal bu er
size np, the a eptan e limit rp = 0:15 turned out
to be good for all simulations.
The a tual hosen values are given in the simulations
se tion.
In the following se tions 30 runs have been evaluated
for ea h strategy with di erent values for the random
number generator, ex ept for f24, where 100 runs were
used (see 5.5). For ea h test fun tion, a diagram is
presented, whi h shows for ea h strategy the average
number of fun tion evaluations needed and the range
of the standard deviation.
5.1

F2

GENERALIZED ROSENBROCK'S

FUNCTION

Fun tion f2 was al ulated with dimension n = 20,
termination riterion was rea hing a tness value less
than  = 10 20 with a maximum of tmax = 270:000
fun tion evaluations.
For the omma-ES  = 80 was hosen, for the steadystate ES with lo al tournament sele tion,  = 5 was
hosen and the bu er size of the median-ES was np =
40 (the a eptan e limit is rp = 0:15 for all tested
fun tions).
In gure 3 for ea h strategy the average value and
the range of the standard deviation of the number of
fun tion evaluations is given.

The following free parameters were hosen:  = 70
( omma-ES);  = 5 (lo al tournament); np = 70 (median).
For this fun tion the three other steady-state algorithms need between 15% and 19% more fun tion evaluations than steady-state with median sele tion.
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Figure 3: Average and standard deviation of the number of fun tion evaluations
until rea hing a tness
value less than 10 20 for fun tion f2.

F9

ACKLEY'S FUNCTION

Fun tion f9 was al ulated with dimension n = 20,
termination riterion was rea hing a tness value less
than  = 10 10 (due to limited omputing pre ision),
tmax = 150:000.
The following free parameters were hosen:  = 60
( omma-ES);  = 5 (lo al tournament); np = 40 (median).
55000
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Figure 5: Average and standard deviation of the number of fun tion evaluations until rea hing a tness
value less than 10 10 for fun tion f9.
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For fun tion f2 median sele tion needs on average approx. 5% more fun tion evaluations than the plus
strategy. The di eren e to the standard steady-state
algorithm is even smaller. For the strategy with loal tournament sele tion, however, approx. 16% more
fun tion evaluations than for the plus strategy are
needed. The omma strategy needs even twi e as mu h
as plus. This point will be dis ussed in more detail in
se tion 6.
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Figure 4: Average and standard deviation of the number of fun tion evaluations until rea hing a tness
value less than 10 20 for fun tion f6.
Fun tion f6 was al ulated with dimension n = 20,
termination riterion was rea hing a tness value less
than  = 10 20, tmax = 100:000.

Here the steady-state algorithm with median sele tion
needs on average the lowest number of fun tion evaluations and has a relatively small standard deviation.
The tournament method needs approx. 14% and plus
and standard steady-state approx. 23% more fun tion evaluations on average. The tournament method
shows here an extremely small standard deviation.
In ontrast, standard steady-state and espe ially plus
have a several times greater one.
5.4

F15

WEIGHTED SPHERE MODEL

Fun tion f15 was al ulated with dimension n = 20,
termination riterion was rea hing a tness value less
than  = 10 20, tmax = 160:000.
The free parameters were optimized to:  = 65
( omma);  = 4 (lo . tournament); np = 40 (median).
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Figure 6: Average and standard deviation of the number of fun tion evaluations
until rea hing a tness
value less than 10 20 for fun tion f15.
For plus, standard steady-state and the median sele tion, equally good results are obtained for this fun tion, with negligible di eren es. Lo al tournament sele tion needs approx. 18% more fun tion evaluations.
The standard deviations are very small for this unimodal fun tion.
5.5

F24

KOWALIK

24000
22000

function evaluations

20000
18000
16000
14000

The following free parameters were hosen:  = 100
( omma-ES);  = 6 (lo al tournament); np = 40 (median).
The optimum of f24 is not at 0, here su h a good approximation of the optimum like in the other fun tions
was not demanded. All ompared strategies rea hed
the global optimum only in half of the runs. Hen e we
used 100 runs per strategy to obtain more signi ant
results.
Here, standard steady-state and the median sele tion have approximately the same average values, plus
needs approx. 20%, lo al tournament sele tion approx.
34% more fun tion evaluations. But the relevan e of
this result be omes smaller when we onsider the large
standard deviations.
6

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The omparisons were all performed with the same
number of parent individuals  = 20. Thereby the
(20; )-ES needs more fun tion evaluations than the
(20 + 1)-ES and the other steady-state algorithms.
The reason for this probably lies in the interdependen e of the population size and the sele tion pressure
of the omma strategy, whi h is given by the ratio
of =. Consequently, for a xed  and xed sele tion pressure, an a ordingly large  has to be hosen.
But in one generation, no arbitrarily big optimization
progress an be a hieved. Above a ertain value, an
in rease of  has no noteworthy e e t, regarding the
possible progress. In this ase, it is more eÆ ient to
take several smaller steps with a redu ed size o spring
population whi h leads to a bigger progress altogether.
The (20+1)-ES always behaves approximately like the
standard steady-state evolution strategy with
,
repla ement strategy and ondition.
This result was expe ted, but di eren es in implementation are possible and probable. In plus strategy, the
parent and o spring populations are mixed, sorted and
then the  = 20 best are sele ted for the next generation. This is ne essary be ause  an be an arbitrary
value bigger or equal to 1. In ontrast to this, for the
standard steady-state strategy  is always 1, so with
the repla ement strategy
not the whole
population has to be sorted, but only the worst individual has to be found and eventually repla ed.
The steady-state evolution strategy with median sele tion obtains very good results for all ve test fun tions
used here. For the fun tions f2; f15 and f24 approximately the same number of fun tion evaluations are
needed as with the best other strategies. For the fun tions f6 and f9 the median sele tion is even better than
repla e

12000

worst

10000
8000
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4000
Comma

Plus

local
Standard
Tournament Steady-State

Median

Figure 7: Average and standard deviation of the number of fun tion evaluations4 until rea hing a tness
value less than 3:07486  10 for fun tion f24.
The dimension of fun tion f24 is xed at n = 4. The
optimum of f24 is given in literature [Ba k 1992b℄
with min(f24)  f24(0:1928; 0:1908; 0:1231; 0:1358) 
3:07485988  10 4. Termination riterion was rea hing
a tness value less than  = 3:07486  10 4 with a
maximum of tmax = 200:000 fun tion evaluations.

if better

repla e worst

the other strategies tested here.
The strategy with lo al tournament sele tion seems
to be not so suitable for evolution strategies, in most
of the ases it needs more fun tion evaluations than
other strategies. Only at fun tion f9 it is better than
the plus- and standard steady-state strategy and even
shows an extremely small standard deviation. But at
this fun tion the median sele tion strategy is best.
Further investigation of the median sele tion is
planned, e. g. measuring the a tual rate of a eptan e, that means the number of individuals whi h are
a epted in relation to the total number of o spring
individuals generated. This rate has not to be identi al
with the a eptan e rate parameter rp . This parameter is only used for a essing the FIFO-bu er to get the
a eptan e limit flim . Also, tests with the parallelized
version of the algorithm with asyn hronous evaluation
and integration of the individuals will be made. The
impa t on the e e tiveness is to be analyzed.
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